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Meeting and conferencing systems and methods are imple 
mented in a variety of manners. Consistent with an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure, a meeting system is imple 
mented that includes a computer server arrangement that is 
configured to provide a web-accessible virtual-meeting inter 
face. Meeting scheduling data is received from the virtual 
meeting interface. The meeting scheduling data includes par 
ticipant identifying information and meeting time informa 
tion for a primary meeting. In response to the meeting time 
information and the participant identifying information, 
audio connections are established for participants of the pri 
mary meeting. Merged audio from the established audio con 
nections is provided to the participants. The participants of 
the primary meeting are provided with an option to establish 
a secondary meeting for which a Subset of audio connections 
is established for the subset of the participants. Merged audio 
from the subset audio connections is provided to the subset of 
participants. 
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WEB-ENABLED CONFERENCING AND 
MEETING IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH 
FLEXBLE USER CALLING FEATURES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates generally to confer 
encing and meeting mechanisms and to systems, methods and 
devices for facilitating meetings conducted using data shared 
over the Internet. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The ability to conduct productive and efficient meet 
ings can be an important aspect of the Success of the related 
endeavor, whether the endeavor is business, learning or oth 
erwise. The ability to easily convey different types of infor 
mation in an effective manner to and between participants is 
paramount to the Success of a meeting. Keeping meetings 
productive and efficient is difficult enough when each of the 
participants is physically at the same location. Many meet 
ings, however, include at least one participant from a remote 
location. In extreme cases, the entire meeting can consist of 
remote participants. Remote conferences present a host of 
issues in addition to those issues that present themselves in an 
in-person meeting. 
0003) A number of remote meeting solutions attempt to 
address one or more of these issues. Telephone conferencing 
allows multiple participants to speak with one another. Com 
puter applications allow remote participants to view slides, 
shared applications and other data. Coordination of meeting 
times and connection information is sometimes implemented 
using calendaring software and/or email. These and other 
solutions, however, are often frustrated by a vast array of 
different meeting requirements. These requirements include 
types of data to be shared, coordination of participants from 
different locales, different relationships between participants, 
technology capabilities of devices used to share meeting data, 
technical prowess of the participants and other aspects. 

SUMMARY 

0004 Aspects of the present disclosure are directed to 
remote meeting solutions that address challenges including 
those discussed above, and that are applicable to a variety of 
web-sharing applications, devices, systems and methods. 
These and other aspects of the present invention are exempli 
fied in a number of implementations and applications, some 
of which are shown in the figures and characterized in the 
claims section that follows. 
0005 Consistent with one embodiment of the present dis 
closure, a meeting system is implemented that includes a 
computer server arrangement including at least one proces 
sor. The computer server arrangement is configured to pro 
vide a web-accessible virtual-meeting interface. Meeting 
scheduling data is received from the virtual meeting interface. 
The meeting scheduling data includes participant identifying 
information and meeting time information for a primary 
meeting. In response to the meeting time information and the 
participant identifying information, audio connections are 
established for participants of the primary meeting. Audio 
from the established audio connections is merged and pro 
vided to the participants over the established audio connec 
tions. An option to establish a secondary meeting is provided 
to the participants of the primary meeting. In response to 
receiving a selection of the option to establish the secondary 
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meeting and an indication of a participant Subset of the par 
ticipants of the primary meeting, Subset audio connections are 
established for the subset of the participants. Merged audio 
from the Subset audio connections is provided to the partici 
pant Subset over the established audio connections. 
0006 Consistent with another embodiment of the present 
disclosure, a meeting system is implemented that includes a 
computer server arrangement with at least one processor. The 
computer server arrangement is configured to provide a web 
accessible virtual meeting interface. Meeting scheduling data 
is received from the virtual meeting interface. The meeting 
scheduling data includes participant identifying information 
and meeting time information. In response to the meeting 
time information and the participant identifying information, 
audio connections are established for participants of the 
meeting. Merged audio from the established audio connec 
tions is provided to the participants over the established audio 
connections. An option to distribute meeting content is pro 
vided to the participants of the meeting. In response to receiv 
ing a selection of the option to distribute meeting content, a 
multicast stream is established that includes the merged 
audio. 
0007. The above summary is not intended to describe each 
illustrated embodiment or every implementation of the 
present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. The invention may be more completely understood 
in consideration of the following detailed description of vari 
ous embodiments of the invention in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
0009 FIG. 1 depicts a virtual meeting system diagram 
consistent with an embodiment of the present disclosure; 
0010 FIG. 2 depicts a flow diagram for establishing and 
conducting a meeting, consistent with aspects of the present 
disclosure; 
0011 FIG.3 depicts a data flow diagram for virtual meet 
ing hosting implementations involving multiple meetings, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure; 
0012 FIG. 4 depicts a user interface that relates to selec 
tion of meeting details, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure; 
0013 FIG. 5 depicts a user interface that relates to setting 
of meeting options, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure; 
0014 FIG. 6 depicts a user interface that relates to selec 
tion of dial in meeting number(s), consistent with an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure; 
(0015 FIG. 7 depicts a user interface that provides for the 
addition of participants and the selection of a host and a 
moderator, consistent with an embodiment of the present 
disclosure; 
0016 FIG. 8 depicts a user interface for managing, view 
ing and configuring meetings, consistent with an embodiment 
of the present disclosure; 
0017 FIG.9 depicts options for connecting to audio por 
tions of a meeting, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure; 
0018 FIG. 10 depicts an interface for an active meeting, 
consistent with an embodiment of the present disclosure; 
0019 FIG. 11 depicts an interface that is provided to allow 
for content sharing, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure; 
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0020 FIG. 12 shows an example use of the content sharing 
box, consistent with an embodiment of the present disclosure; 
and 
0021 FIG. 13 shows an example of a virtual meeting 
architecture, consistent with an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0022 While the invention is amenable to various modifi 
cations and alternative forms, specifics thereof have been 
shown by way of example in the drawings and will be 
described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the 
intention is not to limit the invention to the particular embodi 
ments described. On the contrary, the intention is to cover all 
modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0023 Aspects of the present disclosure are directed to 
remote meetings and related approaches, their uses and sys 
tems for the same. While the present invention is not neces 
sarily limited to such applications, various aspects of the 
invention may be appreciated through a discussion of various 
examples using this context. 
0024. The present disclosure includes a discussion of 
meeting/conferencing solutions that are collectively referred 
to as a “virtual meeting solution. The term virtual meeting 
implies that the participants are virtually attending by virtue 
of the physical absence from a central meeting location; how 
ever, the present disclosure is not so limited. Indeed various 
aspects of the present disclosure can be implemented with all 
meeting participants located within the same room. 
0025 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
virtual meeting solution that provides a number of meeting 
features to users of web-browsing applications (e.g., 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer(R), Firefox R, Google's Chrome 
and Apple's Safari(R). Particular implementations afford the 
participants the meeting features as part of a solution that runs 
within the browsers (e.g., in the absence of locally installed 
applications or plug-ins). Other aspects relate to allowing 
users to establish a meeting, start a meeting and/or join a 
meeting by selection of a single icon (e.g., one click of 
mouse). 
0026 Consistent with other embodiments of the present 
disclosure, the virtual meeting Solution facilitates establish 
ing telephonic communications with participants. The tele 
phonic communications can include, without limitation, call 
ing participants using landline/Public-Switched-Telephone 
Network (PSTN) connections, cellular connections, Voice 
over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) connections, streaming video 
feeds and combinations thereof. Specific implementations 
allow the dialing times for the participants to be scheduled 
ahead of time according to the meeting start time or other 
criteria. Aspects of the virtual meeting solution allow the dial 
times to be controlled in a variety of different manners. For 
instance, the participants can select the time they wish to be 
called. Another option allows the meeting organizer to 
specify the call times for one or more of the participants. 
0027. In certain implementations the virtual meeting solu 
tion implements a call-profile to contact meeting participants. 
One aspect of the call-profile includes auto-retry parameters 
that can be implemented in the event that a dial-out attempt 
fails to reach a particular participant. These auto-retry param 
eters can include the interval between retries, the number of 
retries and alternate numbers to call. The alternate call num 
bers can be implemented as call-preference order that the 
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virtual meeting traverses when attempting to contact a par 
ticipant. Other aspects of the call-profile can indicate the best 
number to reach a particular participant as a function of time, 
type of meeting or other factors. 
0028 Embodiments of the present disclosure also relate to 
aspects relating to giving meeting participants the ability to 
dynamically select other participants that are to be contacted. 
The virtual meeting solution automatically calls the selected 
participants to add them to the ongoing meeting. This allows 
for a meeting to grow naturally by adding participants as 
necessary without requiring contacting the participant in 
Some other manner to have them call into the meeting. In 
certain implementations, the called party is absolved from 
having to entera pass code. The meeting can remain relatively 
secure by using the called number as a confirmation of the 
caller's identity. The virtual meeting is particularly powerful 
in that it provides for International calling of participants. 
0029 While not limited thereto, the virtual meeting solu 
tion can be used as an enhanced telephone service. In this 
regard, an individual can use the virtual meeting solution to 
call individuals and talk using Voice communications only; 
however, the virtual meeting solution allows for the individu 
als to use the various other data sharing and participant adding 
features at any point in the conversation. As such, the virtual 
meeting solution can be particularly useful for impromptu 
meetings and/or sharing of data between individuals on a 
telephone call. 
0030 Aspects of the present disclosure relate to the use of 
a virtual meeting solution that coordinates voice data to and 
from the multiple distributed call points within a single meet 
ing. This coordination can be implemented, for instance, 
using VoIP services so as to control long-distance-type fees. 
Aspects of the present disclosure use various quality of Ser 
Vice (QoS), quality of experience (QoE) and/or monetary cost 
considerations to determine the preferred calling Solution. 
0031 Consistent with one embodiment of the present dis 
closure, the virtual meeting solution modifies the Caller Id 
information to provide a called participant with information 
about the meeting. This information can include the name of 
the meeting, the purpose of the meeting, the source of the 
meeting (e.g., hosting business) or connection information 
useful for accessing the meeting through a web browser. 
0032. A particular implementation of the present disclo 
Sure relates to a user interface that operates native to a web 
browser. Such an implementation allows participants to fully 
participate in the meeting without first downloading and/or 
installing customized software. This is particularly useful as 
participants can be dissuaded from installing Such software 
due to security risks of third-party software. This also lowers 
the barriers (e.g., for time, effort and technical knowledge) for 
meeting participants. For instance, a user does not need to 
install an application for each different computer/device. 
Moreover, for security reasons many businesses prohibit their 
employees from installing applications on their computers, 
thereby introducing another barrier to potential participants. 
In another instance, plug-ins often cease to work properly 
when the underlying browser version changes, and thus may 
require upgrading. 
0033 Consistent with an implementation of the present 
disclosure, the user interface operates native to a web 
browser by implementing the meeting/interface functionality 
within a browser Supported coding environment. A specific 
example is a Flash framework in which a number of applica 
tions are written using Flash (e.g., Version-10). 
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0034. Data transfers from within the web-browser envi 
ronment can be implemented using a number of Suitable 
transmission techniques and protocols. A few, non-limiting, 
examples include HTTP/HTTPS transfers as well as RTP 
RTSP, RTMP (Real-Time Messaging protocol) and RTMPT 
(RTMP through HTTP Tunneling). 
0035 Aspects of the present disclosure are directed 
toward sharing participant content. The content sharing can 
be implemented as files/documents that are accessible from 
within the web-browser interface. Participants can upload 
content to be shared with other participants. This uploading 
can be controlled by the meeting organizer, who has the 
ability to set upload restrictions as desired. 
0036) Another sharing aspect of the present disclosure 
allows one or more participants to share an active view of their 
own display screen. For instance, a participant can share his 
entire desktop, allowing other participants to see everything 
displayed on his computer screen. This, however, is not 
always desirable as there may be additional information dis 
played that is Superfluous to the meeting, private to the shar 
ing participant or confidential. Thus, a particular implemen 
tation allows for the sharing participant to select specific 
aspects for sharing. In one instance, the selection can be 
limited to a particular window or application. In another 
instance, a customizable floating box/window is provided 
that can be moved over any portion of the display So as to 
define the portion that is to be shared. Controls allow for the 
sharing to be stopped, started and/or paused as desired. In 
certain implementations of the present disclosure, a partici 
pant can relinquish control over a shared document to one or 
more remote participants. Combinations thereofare also pos 
sible. Such as limiting sharing to a specific window, further 
limited by a customizable selection therein. 
0037. The present disclosure also relates to efficient and 
intuitive mechanisms for starting the meeting. In particular 
implementations, a meeting can be started by clicking on a 
single icon (e.g., an icon within a calendar displaying the 
meeting). The meeting starts according to default conditions, 
preset conditions, prompts for start criteria and/or uses pre 
dictive start criteria. The start aspects can include automatic 
calling of participants, merging of participants into a single 
teleconference, starting video feed, providing shared docu 
ments and/or sharing desktop. This can be particularly useful 
for reoccurring meetings having similar meeting setup 
requirements. The virtual meeting solution allows the meet 
ing organizer and participants to specify that the meeting is to 
be reoccurring and automatically copy startup parameters. 
The meeting organizer can also select previously defined 
meeting parameters (e.g., by selecting and copying a prior 
meeting) when setting up a meeting. 
0038 A particular implementation of such a one-click 
meeting feature allows the participants to first click create the 
meeting and then to start a created meeting using a single 
click. Each participant can join the meeting using a single 
click. The simplicity of such a system is facilitated by the 
various automated connection and sharing features discussed 
in more detail herein. 
0039 Particular implementations allow a meeting orga 
nizer to provide multiple/flexible call-in number for partici 
pants. The numbers can be selected based upon telephone 
long distance call areas to allow participants to call-in without 
incurring long distance fees. Other options allow the meeting 
organizer to specify toll-free numbers or even charge num 
bers. Yet another possibility is to allow users to connect 
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directly over the Internet (e.g., using VoIP and/or streaming 
Video). This can be implemented using, for instance a com 
puter that has a microphone-speaker combination and access 
to the Internet, although many other devices provide VoIP 
type capabilities. 
004.0 Aspects of the present disclosure relate to assign 
able control of various meeting rights to participants by a 
moderator/meeting owner. The virtual meeting Solution can 
be configured to allow for significant flexibility regarding 
assignable rights. For instance, a first group of participants 
can be allowed full audio rights, including the ability to listen 
and speak as part of the meeting. A second group of partici 
pants can be given limited (e.g., listen only) or no audio rights. 
Other rights include the ability to invite new participants 
and/or to have participants be called to join the meeting. One 
or more participants can also be given remote control over 
another participant's computer allowing them to present 
shared content therefrom. In a particular implementation, 
different control profiles can be established for control over a 
set of Such aspects. Participants can then be grouped accord 
ing to the desired profile. In one instance, this can be imple 
mented by providing a viewable list of participants and the 
control profiles. A moderator can then move participants into 
the proper control profile by dragging and dropping the par 
ticipant into the proper control profile. 
0041 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to 
audio/video recordings of a meeting session. In one imple 
mentation, the recording includes inputs from each of the 
participants. This can be accomplished by receiving audio/ 
Video data streams from each participant and merging them 
into a single recording. In other instances, input from a Subset 
of participants can be excluded from the recording. The 
recordings can then be stored for access via a web browser 
including, but not limited to, a web browser running a version 
of the virtual meeting Solution. The virtual meeting Solution 
can store a link to the meeting in a calendar, allowing a 
participant to access the recording from a calendar where the 
meeting was originally scheduled from. 
0042 Aspects of the present disclosure relate to interac 
tions between meetings and other applications for communi 
cation and/or scheduling. For instance, the virtual meeting 
Solution can be configured to synchronize and otherwise inte 
grate with a number of calendaring solutions including, but 
not limited to, a Microsoft Exchange server, Google calendar 
program or other calendaring programs. The virtual meeting 
Solution also handles meeting requests from various sources 
using, for instance, the iCalendar (ics) protocol. The invita 
tions can be received as email, hyperlinks, or other mecha 
nisms. A virtual meeting application can be installed to inter 
face with an application programming interface (API) for a 
particular calendar program. When a meeting is added or 
otherwise detected the virtual meeting application provides 
options to setup a virtual meeting using the existing meeting 
details as the default meeting settings, which can be modified 
thereafter. Thus, existing meeting participants can be 
imported into a virtual meeting by uploading to a virtual 
meeting server hosting the meeting details. This is particu 
larly useful for providing a seamless meeting scheduling 
between multiple applications. 
0043. In one instance, a virtual meeting application 
accesses contact lists from email, telephone or other pro 
grams and adds the contacts to the virtual meeting solution. 
The contacts can then be used at any location through the web 
interface. 
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0044. In other implementations contact lists can be devel 
oped using Social website lists, such as those provided by 
Facebook.(R), Linked-in R, Twitter R, FlixsterR) or Myspace(R). 
An application exports names and other available information 
from the social website. Other applications automatically 
invite members of groups to associate meetings. 
0045 One embodiment of the virtual meeting application 

is implemented with online dating services. A consideration 
for Such services is maintaining a level of anonymity while 
providing a manner with which potential couples can com 
municate. For instance, a first participant may wish to speak 
with another participant before deciding to commit to a date. 
The dating service provides the name and profile of the par 
ticipants, but does not disclose the telephone number. Never 
theless, the virtual meeting application can be used to call one 
of the participants. Unlike various other implementations 
discussed herein, the actual telephone number is not dis 
played to the calling party/meeting organizer. Moreover, the 
called party can choose to call back using the virtual meeting 
solution, also without direct knowledge of the other party's 
telephone number. Either party can deny further calls from 
the other should they decide not to follow-up with further 
communications. Thus, the parties can have several conver 
sations before they provide personal information, such as 
their respective telephone numbers. Moreover, the parties can 
use video, share documents, use chat services, and share 
various types of information (e.g., links to possible options 
meeting places) through the use of the virtual meeting solu 
tion. 
0046 Particular implementations synchronize meetings 
information with a calendar-providing server application, 
such as using Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), Post 
Office Protocol (POP, POP3) or other protocols to access data 
stored on an email/calendar (e.g., Microsoft-Exchange) 
server. This can include downloading or uploading meeting 
schedules from the server. 

0047 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to 
simultaneous meetings being implemented for a single 
attendee. The hosting meeting server recognizes that an 
attendee is listening to multiple meetings simultaneously and 
merges the audio into a single audio transmission. The 
attendee can dynamically mute or adjust the Volume for one 
or more of the meetings thereby allowing for movement 
between the two meetings. 
0048 Consistent with another embodiment of the present 
disclosure, the virtual meeting solution provides meeting par 
ticipants with the option to multicast the meeting to others. 
The multicast of the meeting can be implemented so as to 
originate from the server or from the meeting participant's 
remote device as selected by the user. Each user can control 
the specifics of what is multicast including the addition of 
content to the multicast stream, Such as a personal commen 
tary on the happenings of the meeting. Certain implementa 
tions provide a centralized location from which meeting par 
ticipants can post their multicast stream information for 
others to view and select. 

0049. In some instances, the virtual meeting solution 
incorporates the ability to share images, audio and other 
data-types through the chat portion of the interface. As the 
chat interface allows for private messaging between less than 
all of the meeting participants, this functionality allows for 
meeting participants to share information without cluttering 
the main meeting content with information from various par 
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ticipants that may wish to share information with each other, 
but not with the entirety of participants in the meeting. 
0050. Other aspects of the present disclosure relate to sub 
scribing to meeting groups. After such a Subscription is 
implemented, the subscribers are thereafter automatically 
invited to meetings Scheduled for the meeting group. In this 
manner, the meeting organizer does not need to invite, or 
otherwise keep track of the list of participants for the meet 
ing. Instead, meeting participants control whether or not they 
will be invited to a meeting. For various implementations, 
access to published meetings can be controlled/allowed as a 
function of whether or not a subscriber has paid for access to 
the meeting. 
0051. A relatively powerful application of such a partici 
pant-controlled Subscription model relates to a meeting board 
for which potential participants can visit to identify and Sub 
scribe to meetings for which they are interested. In addition to 
Subscribing to individual meetings, the participants can Sub 
scribe to meeting groups to thereafter be automatically 
invited to meetings falling into the particular groups. The 
meeting board can be accessed through a website. Meeting 
organizers can publish meetings and meeting groups for par 
ticipants to review and Subscribe. Meeting participants access 
the meeting board, search for desired content, and Subscribe 
thereto. Meeting organizers can choose to have a notification 
of their published meetings sent to potential participants so 
that they are made aware of the meeting. The published meet 
ings can each be given a distinct website address that can be 
provided as part of the invitation and can be used by the 
meeting organizer to direct participants to the proper pub 
lished meeting. 
0.052 A particular implementation of such a subscription 
based model is particularly useful for teaching applications. 
Students can be subscribed to meeting groups according to 
classes for which they are registered. When a teacher or other 
meeting organizer schedules a meeting, they can designate 
the group for which the meeting is attended. Subscribers of 
the meeting are automatically invited to the meeting. This can 
also include automatically calling the meeting participants at 
the meeting time, sending an email of meeting details, adding 
the meeting to calendar programs, as well as other aspects 
discussed herein. To facilitate control of which participants 
are Subscribed to which groups, a simple interface is provided 
for meeting groups to be generated, participant lists to be 
updated and for meeting organizers to have access rights to 
create meetings for the appropriate groups. This interface 
allows for uploading of data formatted such that it defines 
groups and associated participants. 
0053 Other implementations of a subscription-based 
model are particularly useful for public meetings, such as 
government meetings/hearings that are open to the public. 
The meeting can be opened (e.g., during a specified time 
period) to the participants to allow for feedback. This can be 
controlled by queuing remote-participants that request par 
ticipation (e.g., participants that wish to ask questions or 
provide input). Each remote-participant can be given an 
opportunity to speak or otherwise provide input. 
0054. A specific implementation relates to integrating 
meeting functions with Social websites. Social websites (e.g., 
Facebook or MySpace) often provide users with the oppor 
tunity to schedule events, to invite friends and/or to establish 
groups that others can join. Aspects of the present disclosure 
relate to integration of the virtual meeting solution with Such 
Social websites. In one implementation, an application can be 
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integrated with the social website. The application can allow 
a participant to create an event within the Social website 
parameters. When users are invited and/or join the event, the 
application automatically adds the users to the virtual meet 
ing information. When the event time is reached, the virtual 
meeting can establish connections with the users by accessing 
the virtual meeting information and responding accordingly. 
In another implementation, users can join groups. When new 
events/meetings are created for the groups, the associated 
users can be automatically added to the events/meetings 
within the virtual meeting environment. 
0055. In a particular implementation of the present disclo 
Sure, security information is passed from the Social website to 
the virtual meeting system to confirm the participants’ iden 
tities. For instance, social websites often use username and 
password security features. The virtual meeting system can 
verify a user's identity upon receiving verification from the 
social websites. This can be particularly useful for reducing 
the number of times a participant must provide security infor 
mation and for limiting electronic meetings to be generated 
nefariously (e.g., spamming meetings from unknown per 
Sons). 
0056. Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to 
feedback mechanisms for participants of a meeting. A par 
ticular, non-limiting example, involves a Survey that is pre 
sented to meeting participants after the meeting is concluded. 
Participants provide responses to the Survey and these results 
can then be provided to the meeting organizer. This is par 
ticularly useful for meetings in which the participants are 
unknown to the organizer, such as may be the case with the 
Subscription-based implementations. The meeting organizer 
can configure and design the Survey or select from default 
Surveys provided as part of the virtual meeting solution. 
0057 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to an 
application running on a computer, mobile phone or similar 
device that can be used to automatically launch a web 
browser when receiving an incoming call from the virtual 
meeting Solution. For instance, the application can detect 
certain information within the caller-id that identifies the 
incoming call as corresponding to a meeting. The application 
can then automatically launch the meeting application or 
launch in response to the acceptance of the call. In certain 
implementations, the caller-id can contain information useful 
for directing the web-browser to the appropriate meeting. For 
instance, the caller-id can contain a meeting identification 
number recognized by the meeting-hosting server as corre 
sponding to the desired meeting. This can be supplemented or 
alternatively implemented using Short Messaging Service? 
Multimedia Messaging Service—(SMS/MMS) type mes 
sages to pass Such data or automatically launch a meeting. 
0058 Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1 depicts a virtual 
meeting system diagram consistent with an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. Conference server 102 provides a 
web-accessible virtual meeting interface that can be accessed 
at remote participant locations 116, 118 over a wide area 
network (WAN) 106, such as the Internet. Conference server 
102 provides audio, video, document sharing, desktop shar 
ing and other aspects over WAN 106. Audio and other data 
can also be provided over standard telephone lines, such as a 
public switched telephone network (PSTN) 104. In a particu 
lar implementation, the web-accessible interface is imple 
mented such that it can run natively within standard web 
browsers. In particular, no installed application or plug-in is 
required other than the web-browser application itself. Spe 
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cific implementations provide Such functionality through a 
Flash-based web-site application hosted by the conference 
Server 102. 

0059. The conference server 102 can be implemented 
using one or more computer processors executing stored pro 
gram instructions. The various functions can be distributed or 
shared between multiple computers or implemented using a 
single computer depending upon the constraints of the sys 
tem. Thus, the conference server 102 could reside in several 
locations simultaneously by, for instance, sharing functions 
between different physical computers. 
0060 Remote participant locations 116, 118 include one 
or more devices (e.g., 112, 120 and 124) for accessing meet 
ing data from conference server 102. Although meeting par 
ticipants can attend the meeting through audio-only connec 
tions (e.g., over the phone or using a computer with VoIP 
capabilities), the examples depicted in FIG. 1 include at least 
one computer 112, 124 with an associated web browser 114, 
122. This implementation provides participants full access to 
a Suite of meeting capabilities and options while running 
natively within a web browser. Running natively within a web 
browser can be particularly useful for participants that are 
traveling. Often such traveling participants access the meet 
ing application using computers that are provided by others, 
e.g., public computers available in hotels or computers at a 
customer location. Such computers need not have a software 
application or plug-ins installed to provide access to the Vir 
tual meeting solution. This native aspect can also be particu 
larly useful for participants that do not have installation rights 
to a particular computer. Such as is sometimes the case for 
security and other reasons. 
0061. Within the web-browser application, connections 
can be established to transfer a variety of meeting informa 
tion. For instance, audio (e.g., VoIP) connections can be 
established should the computer have speakers and/or a 
microphone; video connections can be established should the 
computer have display and/or a camera; data connections can 
be established to share documents, chat functions and other 
data. The virtual meeting solution can use a variety of differ 
ent protocols to establish Such connections. In various imple 
mentations, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is used to setup 
and tear down connections for streaming audio or video. The 
streaming data can be transmitted within the RTP, RTSP, 
RTMP (Real-Time Messaging protocol) and RTMPT (RTMP 
through HTTP Tunneling) protocols. A particular implemen 
tation attempts to use one of RTP, RTSP or RTMP and, if 
unsuccessful due to a firewall, network address translation 
(NAT) or otherwise, uses RTMPT to establish an HTTP tun 
nel. This preference for a non-tunneling protocol can be use 
ful as the use of HTTP tunneling can introduce additional 
delay. 
0062. In certain implementations, the audio content can be 
communicated using various telephonic devices including, 
but not limited to, landline telephones, cellular telephones 
and VoIP telephones. The virtual meeting solution provides 
options for participations to call into the meeting or to have 
the virtual meeting solution actively call-out to the partici 
pants. For instance, a meeting organizer can select one or 
more potential participants and instruct the conference server 
102 to call the participants. The conference server 102 
attempts to contact the participants by using an associated 
telephone number (or IP address). Participants that respond 
are provided with audio content from the meeting. If desired, 
a brief introduction can be presented along with options for 
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the user to accept or decline entrance into the meeting. In 
connect with the call, the potential participants can also be 
sent meeting connection information (e.g., in the form of a 
website Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for accessing 
other aspects of the meeting, such as shared documents, video 
and chat functionality. This meeting connection information 
can be sent using, as non-limiting examples, email, SMS or 
MMS. 

0063 FIG. 2 depicts a flow diagram for establishing and 
conducting a meeting, consistent with aspects of the present 
disclosure. The meeting organizer creates meeting 202. This 
can be implemented through an interface that is implemented 
native to a web-browser. The meeting organizer sets the meet 
ing parameters 204, which can include the time, length, meet 
ing description, as well as other factors. Participants are 
added to the meeting 206. In a first implementation, the meet 
ing organizer selects and adds participants to the meeting. 
These participants can be selected from an existing contact 
list, newly created contacts or specified in Some othermanner, 
Such as by email address or telephone number. In another 
implementation, the participants can add themselves to the 
meeting. For instance, a meeting organizer may post details 
about the meeting on a meeting board that lists meetings. 
Participants that are interested in the meeting can then Sub 
scribe to the meeting. 
0064 Meeting participants can be notified of the meeting 
details 208. The notification can be implemented using, for 
instance, email, SMS, MMS, a calendar invite and/or a voice 
mail message. When the meeting start time arrives and/or the 
meeting organizer indicates that the meeting should start, 
participants 224, 226, 228, 230, 232 are connected to one 
another using the virtual meeting Solution. The participants 
can join the meeting by actively calling in to a telephone 
number (or IP address for VoIP connections) 220, 222 or can 
be called by the virtual meeting solution. The ability to have 
multiple telephone contact numbers can be particularly useful 
for meetings in which participant are located in geographi 
cally disperse areas including different calling areas and/or 
countries. For instance, call in numbers can be provided that 
are local to the participants, such that long distance or inter 
national call charges can be avoided/lessened for the partici 
pants. 
0065. The virtual meeting solution also provides the abil 

ity to share 212 a variety of content in addition to audio. In a 
particular implementation, the sharing is implemented using 
a web interface 218 that runs native to a web browser appli 
cation. The shared content can include, among other things, 
Video content, chat sessions, images, documents, shared view 
of desktop, shared view of individual windows and/or shared 
view of portions of a desktop. Other aspects relate to the 
ability to provide shared control 214 over meeting functions 
and/or remote control of a participant's computer. For 
instance, one or more participants can be given the authority 
to perform functions such as inviting or removing partici 
pants, sharing content and audio speaking rights. Moreover, a 
participant can give control over their computer to a remote 
participant. This can be useful for allowing remote configu 
ration, editing and display of content Such as might be pro 
vided by a spreadsheet application. 
0066. The meeting completes 216 and terminates the con 
nections between participants. Meeting completion can be 
indicated by the meeting organizer, by all participants leaving 
the meeting or after a prescribed time has been reached. 
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0067 FIG.3 depicts a data flow diagram for virtual meet 
ing hosting implementations involving multiple meetings, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
Aspects of the virtual meeting Solution take advantage of the 
ease with which meetings can be created and with which the 
meetings can be controlled. This can be particularly useful for 
organically generated meetings that are not necessarily 
planned ahead of time. Moreover, aspects are particularly 
useful for implementing multiple simultaneous meetings, 
which can be structured according to a hierarchical meeting 
Structure. 

0068. In one implementation a primary meeting 308 can 
be started with meeting participants 324, 326, 328,330. This 
meeting can provide Some or all of the various features of the 
present disclosure. Moreover, meeting participants may wish 
to establish meetings 306, 310 that include a subset of all the 
meeting participants of the primary meeting 308, or even 
additional meeting participants 332 not otherwise part of the 
primary meeting. These meetings are labeled as private meet 
ings because they do not necessarily include each participant 
of the primary meeting. Moreover, the meeting organizer may 
have no knowledge of the private meeting. The participants 
have the freedom to establish the private meetings and, within 
the private meetings, to share information. 
0069. For instance, a primary meeting may be a relatively 
open/public meeting having many participants. In such an 
instance restrictions on sharing of content may be placed on 
many of the participants (e.g., input from too many partici 
pants could create a confusing and uncontrollable environ 
ment). These participants may still wish to share information 
between one another while attending the primary meeting. 
The virtual meeting solution provides the participants with 
the ability to establish a private meeting 306, 310 while still 
being part of the primary meeting 308. The private meeting 
could provide the participants with the ability to share infor 
mation and to discuss topics being presented in the primary 
meeting 308. 
0070 Another meeting type is referred to as a sub-meeting 
302,304. The sub-meeting is conceptually different from a 
private meeting in that it is visible as a meeting from partici 
pants of the primary meeting and that the control/setup and 
other aspects stem from the primary meeting. The partici 
pants 312, 314, 320, 322 of sub-meetings can each be com 
monto the primary meeting 308 or one or more can be new in 
the sense that they are not part of the primary meeting. As an 
example, a primary meeting may be established for address 
ing a relatively broad Subject. The participants of the primary 
meeting agree that the Subject matter is best addressed once 
solutions/answers are found for several different sub-issues. 
Sub-meetings can then be formed to work on the identified 
issues and after the Sub-meetings convene the primary meet 
ing can resume going forward with the findings of the Sub 
meetings. The virtual meeting application is also flexible 
enough to allow for Sub-groups to form additional Sub-groups 
therefrom. The primary meeting provides an interface that 
lists the various Sub-meetings and allows a meeting organizer 
or other participants to select which, ifany, Sub-meetings they 
wish to join. In this manner, Sub-meeting progress can be 
monitored and findings of Sub-groups can be shared by hav 
ing participants move from between Sub-meetings. Content 
(e.g., documents, chat transcripts and other work product) 
from the Sub-meetings can be shared with the primary meet 
ing participants. This allows for seamless transitioning 
between Sub-meetings and the primary meetings. 
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0071. An example implementation for the primary/sub 
meeting hierarchical structure is a teaching session. The pri 
mary meeting can be lead by a main speaker/teacher. At times 
during the meeting groups of students can be split into various 
Sub-meetings to work on a problem associated with the pri 
mary meeting/lecture. The Sub-meetings could be lead by 
teaching assistants or by the students themselves. The main 
speaker/teacher can easily move between Sub-meetings to 
check on the status and to assist as needed. Moreover, stu 
dents can return to the primary meeting to ask questions of the 
main speaker/teacher. 
0072 Other aspects of the present disclosure relate to the 
option for a participant 324 to multicast the meeting to mul 
ticast subscribers 316,318. The content of the primary meet 
ing 308, a private meeting 306, 310 or a sub-meeting can be 
sent within the multicast stream. The multicast stream can be 
Sourced from the participant's computer or from a conference 
SeVe. 

0073. The virtual meeting solution also allows a meeting 
organizer to disable the sharing capabilities for meeting par 
ticipants. This can include limitations on forming private or 
Sub-meetings. 
0074 FIGS. 4-12 depict screen shots of various aspects of 
the virtual meeting that can be provided to participants. 
Although not necessarily limited to Such an implementation, 
these aspects can be provided from a web-driven application 
that runs natively within a web-browser. 
0075 FIG. 4 depicts a user interface related to selection of 
meeting details, consistent with an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. In one embodiment, a meeting setup contains five 
steps 402: providing details, setting of options, selection of 
dial in numbers, adding of participants and review of the 
meeting details. The options presented as part of the first step 
include, for instance, meeting title, meeting purpose, meeting 
description, meeting time/date, meeting time Zone and 
whether the meeting repeats (e.g., daily, weekly or monthly). 
At any point in the process of setting up a new meeting, the 
meeting can be saved as a draft. At a later time, the saved draft 
can be recovered and the remaining setup steps can be imple 
mented. 
0076 FIG.5 depicts a user interface that relates to setting 
of meeting options, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The meeting options, as depicted in FIG. 
5, include a few possibilities for meeting options. These 
options include enabling of chat functions and presentation 
sharing. Other options relate to whether moderator presence 
is required for the meeting, whether international dial outs are 
allowed (as toll charges might be assessed) and whether audio 
options for joining are provided to participants that connect 
using a web-interface. Options are also provided for record 
ing of the meeting content including whether or not it is 
allowed, whether the recording is announced when a partici 
pant joins and whether or not an announcement is played 
when recording starts or stops. Participant-specific options 
include muting of all participants, allowing participants to 
invite others and whether participants are requested to RSVP 
to a meeting invite. Announcement options include whether 
or not it should be announced when participants join or leave 
a meeting. These options represent some of the possible 
options that can be presented and are not limited to the variety 
of options that can be provided to a meeting organizer. 
0077 FIG. 6 depicts a user interface that relates to selec 
tion of dial in meeting number(s), consistent with an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. The options depicted in FIG. 
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6 shows two dial in numbers as options for selection. The 
Suggested numbers can be presented based upon default set 
tings of the meeting organizer, meeting organizer location, 
cost or other factors. If desired, additional numbers can be 
added from the available numbers. 
0078. In another embodiment, the dial in numbers can be 
presented after participants have been added. The virtual 
meeting solution can then automatically suggest dial in num 
bers based upon the locations of the participants. 
(0079 FIG. 7 depicts a user interface that provides for the 
addition of participants and the selection of a host and a 
moderator, consistent with an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. Step four allows the meeting organizer to add 
participants to the meeting. The participants can be manually 
entered, including adding such information as name, tele 
phone number, email address and the like. Alternatively, par 
ticipants can be added from a contact list. This contact list can 
be directly populated by the meeting organizer and by saving 
past manually entered participants to the contact list. The 
contact list can also be imported from existing programs, such 
as email contact lists. In a particular implementation, the 
contact list can be maintained by accessing an email server 
running an application, Such as a Microsoft exchange server. 
0080. In addition to adding the participants, the host and 
moderator can be selected. In the configuration shown, the 
host is given permission to share the desktop and to control 
which other participants can share desktop or other informa 
tion. The moderatoris given control over recording functions, 
content sharing rights, and other meeting controls (e.g., add 
ing, removing, or muting participants). An invitation message 
can also be provided to explain the details of the meeting to 
the invited participants. 
I0081. The review process (not shown) shows the details of 
the information entered in steps 1-4 and provides the meeting 
organizer with the opportunity to confirm that the meeting is 
correctly configured. 
I0082 FIG. 8 depicts a user interface for managing, view 
ing and configuring meetings, consistent with an embodiment 
of the present disclosure. The interface includes a past meet 
ing section that shows meetings that have already occurred 
and concluded. In this section it is possible to select a meeting 
and to retrieve information about the meeting. It is also pos 
sible to copy meeting information from a previous meeting 
and thereby create a new meeting starting from the same 
meeting settings. Also displayed and accessible in a similar 
manner are current meetings and future meetings. 
I0083. A calendar area shows scheduled meetings, whether 
in the past, the future or the present. The calendar can also 
show events other than virtual meetings. These events can be 
added manually or imported/synchronized with an external 
calendaring program, Such as a Microsoft exchange server. A 
message area can also be provided. Messages can include 
meeting invitations or communications between users of the 
virtual meeting Solution. 
I0084 FIG.9 depicts options for connecting to audio por 
tions of a meeting, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The non-limiting implementation 
depicted in FIG. 9 provides a participant with options when 
joining a meeting. For instance, a participant can choose to 
connect through VoIP using the same computer as the web 
browser used to join the meeting or to have the meeting call 
the participant's telephone number. A third option is to not 
connect through either of these options. A participant might 
choose this third option if they were calling into the meeting, 
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if audio was not desired, or if several people were sharing a 
speaker phone, but had individual computers. 
0085 FIG. 10 depicts an interface for an active meeting, 
consistent with an embodiment of the present disclosure. At 
the top of the page are tabs that represent different interface 
screens, such as a home page (e.g., FIG. 8) and one or more 
active meetings. FIG. 10 depicts one such tab for an active 
meeting. A chat box area allows users to share text commu 
nications in real time. Also shown is a participant list that 
shows which participants are currently in the meeting. In this 
instance, only one participant is currently in the meeting. A 
dial out selection option can be used to request that one or 
more participants be called so that they can join the meeting. 
This can be implemented by a simple click of the telephone 
icon. The corresponding participant telephone number is then 
called. If desired, each participant can have multiple tele 
phone numbers, which can be selected based upon a user 
profile and/or sequentially called in the case that the partici 
pant is notable to be reached. 
I0086 General meeting details are provided for viewing 
along with a content sharing option. If a meeting host is 
sharing content, the content will appear in the tab for viewing 
by all participants. A host can begin sharing by clicking on the 
content sharing options. 
0087 FIG. 11 depicts an interface that is provided to allow 
for content sharing, consistent with an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. When a participant that has sharing rights 
selects the content sharing option, they can be presented with 
several sharing options. For instance, they can share their 
entire desktop, share a specified tab/application or share con 
tent within a configurable/floating content sharing box. FIG. 
11 shows a content sharing box. This box can be moved and 
sized as desired. When a content share presses the play 
option, whatever is within the box is shared with the meeting 
participants. 
0088 FIG. 12 shows an example use of the content sharing 
box, consistent with an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
The content sharing window allows for certain parts of a 
document/window to be shared without the rest being visible 
to the participants. Thus as shown, columns A, B and C and 
rows 1-29 would be shared, while data in other areas would 
not. This flexibility allows for simple control over what is 
shared to the participants. For instance, the sharing partici 
pant can see the entire document, but only share certain 
aspects. This can be particularly useful if the document con 
tains confidential information or simply to draw the attention 
of the participants to only the shared area. 
0089. As discussed herein, it is also possible to share an 
entire window/application. The sharing participant selects a 
window from a list of currently available windows. The vir 
tual meeting solution then shares all viewable content of the 
selected window. In a particular embodiment, the adjustable 
content sharing window can be used in tandem with Such 
window sharing. The sharing participant again chooses to 
share a particular window, but also uses an adjustable window 
to limit what is shared within the window. In this manner, 
there is a tiered sharing control that limits sharing first to the 
selected window and then further limited to selected portions 
therein. This can be particularly useful as a sharing partici 
pant may otherwise inadvertently Switch windows in a man 
ner that changes what is shared using the adjustable content 
sharing window. 
0090 Consistent with a particular embodiment of the 
present disclosure, whiteboard-type functionality is provided 
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to allow users to interactively share content. This whiteboard 
feature allows users to dynamically draw, highlight, underline 
or otherwise provide input regarding shared content. For 
instance, using the whiteboard feature, the participants can 
highlight certain portions of presentations with free-hand 
writing. The participants can control the size color and sen 
sitivity of the highlighting tool. Whiteboard privileges can be 
easily and quickly passed between participants. This can be 
very useful in an online tutoring/classroom kind of environ 
ments. For instance, student participants can be given virtual 
opportunities to write on the whiteboard, e.g., to point out 
aspects that are unclear to them, to explain their understand 
ing of shared content or as part of a presentation for the other 
students. 
0091 FIG. 13 shows an example of a virtual meeting 
architecture, consistent with an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. Participants are allowed to access the virtual 
meeting solution through a web-interface 1302. Participants 
are identified and authenticated using a server 1306 (e.g., 
virtual meeting portal). The authentication can be imple 
mented, for example, using an authentication server 1308, 
which can be implemented using Microsoft Internet Informa 
tion Services (IIS). A server 1304 (e.g., a Customer Relation 
ship Management (CRM) server), controls and tracks partici 
pant data including, for instance, accounts data (e.g., contact 
information, relationship history and revenue), customer Ser 
Vice information, such as customer queries and complaints, 
activities for managing individual and group calendars and 
e-mail, and reports from customer data. In a particular imple 
mentation, the CRM server 1304 is implemented using 
Oracle WebLogic software. 
0092. As discussed herein, various aspects of the virtual 
meeting solution can be provided to the participants natively 
to a web browser using Flash-based applications (e.g., Flash 
10). These aspects can include VoIP functions and other data 
communications. In one instance, the Flash-based applica 
tions are provided by one or more Flash servers 1310 (e.g., 
Red5 open source servers). 
0093. A database server 1312 stores participant informa 
tion, such as orders and licensing status for various virtual 
meeting features. In a particular implementation, database 
server 1312 is implemented using an MS-SQL database. A 
CRM application server 1316 handles provisioning and con 
ference data between multiple servers. Server 1316 accesses 
customer data stored in a database server 1314. The server 
1316 can be implemented using various middleware, for 
example, Oracle Tuxedo software. 
0094 Provisioning server 1318 interacts with conference 
PBX server(s) 1320 to implement realtime data connections 
between participants. The PBX server(s) 1320 provide com 
puter-telephone integration (CTI) functions. These functions, 
described in more detail herein, can include realtime messag 
ing and/or VoIP connections between computers, telephones, 
cellular phones and other communication devices. A file 
server 1322 can be optionally implemented to provide meet 
ing data recording, which can be accessed at a later date by 
participants. 
0.095 The specific software packages and arrangement of 
servers discussed and depicted in connection with FIG. 13 
provide a framework from which variations can be made. 
Thus, these aspects are not necessarily limiting. For instance, 
server and database components can be implemented as mul 
tiple computers, processors and memory devices operating in 
combination. 
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0096 Aspects of the present invention are implemented 
using a variety of processing circuits, logic, communications 
arrangements and combinations thereof. Particular imple 
mentations use one or more specially configured computer 
processors that execute instructions to perform one or more of 
the aspects discussed herein. Various portions can be imple 
mented using discrete or combinatorial logic, analog circuitry 
and using various forms of tangible storage mediums. 
0097. The various embodiments described above are pro 
vided by way of illustration only and should not be construed 
to limit the invention. Based upon the above discussion and 
illustrations, those skilled in the art will readily recognize that 
various modifications and changes may be made to the 
present invention without strictly following the exemplary 
embodiments and applications illustrated and described 
herein. For example, the methods, devices and systems dis 
cussed herein may be implemented in connection with a 
variety of technologies such as those involving home com 
puters, servers, laptops, cellular phones, personal digital 
assistants, iPhones.(R), Blackberries(R and the like. The inven 
tion may also be implemented using a variety of approaches 
Such as those involving coordinated communications for pub 
lic access. Such modifications and changes do not depart from 
the true spirit and scope of the present invention, including 
that set forth in the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A meeting system comprising: 
a computer server arrangement including at least one pro 

cessor, the computer server arrangement configured to: 
provide a web-accessible virtual-meeting interface; 
receive meeting scheduling data from the virtual meet 

ing interface, the meeting scheduling data including 
participant identifying information and meeting time 
information for a primary meeting: 

establish, in response to the meeting time information 
and the participant identifying information, audio 
connections for participants of the primary meeting: 

merge audio from the established audio connections; 
provide the merged audio to the participants over the 

established audio connections; 
provide, to the participants of the primary meeting, an 

option to establish a secondary meeting: 
establish, in response to receiving a selection of the 

option to establish the secondary meeting and an indi 
cation of a participant Subset of the participants of the 
primary meeting, Subset audio connections for the 
Subset of the participants; 

merge audio from the Subset audio connections; and 
provide the merged audio from the Subset audio connec 

tions to the participant subset over the established 
audio connections. 

2. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to allow participants 
to move between the primary meeting and the secondary 
meeting in response to selections provided from the web 
accessible virtual meeting interface. 

3. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the web-acces 
sible virtual-meeting interface includes an interface portion 
that lists one or more secondary meetings and provides 
options for the participants to join the primary and secondary 
meetings. 

4. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to implement the 
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secondary meeting as a private meeting that is not shared with 
participants other than those of the Subset of the participants. 

5. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to add participants 
other than the participants of the primary meeting to the 
secondary meeting. 

6. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to return the Subset 
of the participants back to the primary meeting in response to 
the secondary meeting completing. 

7. The meeting system of claim 1, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to share video con 
tent between the participants of the primary meeting. 

8. A meeting system comprising: 
a computer server arrangement including at least one pro 

cessor, the computer server arrangement configured to: 
provide a web-accessible virtual meeting interface; 
receive meeting scheduling data from the virtual meet 

ing interface, the meeting scheduling data including 
participant identifying information and meeting time 
information; 

establish, in response to the meeting time information 
and the participant identifying information, audio 
connections for participants of the meeting: 

merge audio from the established audio connections; 
provide the merged audio to the participants over the 

established audio connections; 
provide, to the participants of the meeting, an option to 

distribute meeting content; and 
establish, in response to receiving a selection of the 

option to distribute meeting content, a multicast 
stream that includes the merged audio. 

9. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to configure a par 
ticipant-operated computer to establish a multicast stream 
that includes the merged audio. 

10. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to publish an inter 
net protocol address for the multicast stream. 

11. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to include meeting 
content in the multicast stream in response to selection of the 
meeting content by a participant. 

12. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to allow aparticipant 
to add content to the multicaststream that is not shared as part 
of the meeting. 

13. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to allow a meeting 
organizer to prevent one or more meeting participants from 
establishing a multicast stream using the option to distribute 
meeting content. 

14. The meeting system of claim 7, wherein the computer 
server arrangement is further configured to 

provide, to the participants of the meeting, an option to 
establish a secondary meeting: 

establish, in response to receiving a selection of the option 
to establish the secondary meeting and an indication of a 
subset of the participants of the participants of the meet 
ing, Subset audio connections for the Subset of the par 
ticipants; and 

provide content of the secondary meeting as a secondary 
multicast stream. 


